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S E O U L : China’s  s tock  market
extended loss while other global
stocks  most ly  gained yesterday
after data showed the US economy
posted solid growth during the sec-
ond quarter. Europe opened moder-
ately higher with Britain’s FTSE 100
up 0 .1  percent  to  6 ,673.08  and
Germany’s DAX gaining 0.2 percent
to 11,277.44. France’s CAC 40 rose
0.5 percent to 5,072.11.  Futures
augured a tepid start for Wall Street.
Dow futures remained flat while
S&P futures rose less than 0.1 per-
cent.

Asia’s day
The Shanghai Composite Index

f inished 1 .1  percent  lower  at
3,663.73, extending its loss to a sec-
ond day. South Korea’s Kospi fin-
ished up 0.6 percent at 2,030.16.
Japan’s Nikkei 225 added 0.3 per-
cent to 20,585.24 while Hong Kong’s

Hang Seng index rose 0.6 percent to
24,636.28. Stocks in Australia and
New Zealand were higher as well as
most stocks in Southeast Asia.

The Shanghai benchmark finished
this month with the worst monthly
loss since August 2008, losing 14.3
percent in July. The index suffered
its biggest one-day drop in eight
years on Monday when it plunged
8.5 percent despite government
intervention. Stocks recovered mod-
erately on Wednesday before falling
again on Thursday. Analysts say the
volatility is a sign that economic
fundamentals cannot support stock
prices at their current levels and that
the government’s support measures
may have been less effective than
what Beijing expected.

“Chinese markets should contin-
ue to grind sideways in the coming
sessions, as some calm returned to
the market,” said Bernard Aw, a mar-

ket strategist at IG.  “(Thursday’s)
decline is expected to be tolerated
by the authorities, but we could still
see state fund bids cushioning the
downside.”

US economy 
D r i v e n  b y  s t r o n g  c o n s u m e r

spending, the US economy expand-
ed 2.3 percent in the Apri l-June
quarter, the best showing since last
summer. First-quarter growth was
revised to 0.6 percent growth from
an earlier government estimate of
a  c o n t r a c t i o n .  T h e  d a t a  u n d e r -
scored the steady growth that is
l i k e l y  t o  b o l s t e r  t h e  F e d e r a l
Reserve’s case that it will soon be
time to raise rates from a record
l o w .  F e d  p o l i c y m a k e r s  v o t e d
Wednesday to leave interest rates
unchanged. Many investors expect
the Fed will lift rates in September
or December.—AP 

China drop, global markets 
mostly gained after US data

US economy posted solid growth

China arrests seven in
leverage futures scam

SHANGHAI: Chinese authorities have arrested seven peo-
ple who allegedly lured in half a billion dollars from
investors by illegally offering huge amounts of leverage as
high as lending 100 yuan for every yuan in collateral, a
prosecutor said yesterday.

The Longwan district prosecutor in the coastal city of
Wenzhou said on its official microblog that Wenzhou
Guoding Investment had set up a virtual platform for
futures trading, conducting 3.2 billion yuan ($515.4 mil-
lion) of illegal business. The Wenzhou prosecutor said it
had approved the arrest of seven people after more than
six months of investigations. Police detained 27 people
linked to the case earlier this month and media said that
the firm’s operations had been closed down. Guoding
could not be reached for comment. Leverage enables
investors to make a fortune overnight by magnifying any
gains on their investment, but also means any losses can
be huge and abrupt if an investment turns bad.

The case underscores the casino-like nature of China’s
futures markets, where retail investors are often willing to
take huge gambles with borrowed money, blamed by
some for making the country’s financial markets vulnera-
ble to destabilizing routs. China’s stock exchanges have
lost around 30 percent of their value since mid-June, but
authorities have been flailing in efforts over the past three
weeks to prevent a further sell-off. Futures markets, both
stock index futures and commodities, have also desta-
bilised thanks to heavy leverage.

A Wenzhou businessman who was familiar with
Guoding’s business said that the head of Guoding was
renowned for being capable but fairly aggressive in invest-
ment circles. “There are a lot of firms in Wenzhou that do
this type of business... This will probably act as a warning
to them,” he added, asking not to be identified. Beijing has
been cracking down on riskier investments to try to stabi-
lize the market, as well as stepping up scrutiny of share
traders and their clients and launching investigations of
“share dumping” and “malicious short-sellers”. — Reuters 

TOKYO: People wait to cross a street in front of an electronic stock indicator of a securities firm.— AP

Kyushu electric
plans to restart
nuclear reactor 

TOKYO: Kyushu Electric Power Co said yesterday it
planned to begin starting up a reactor on Aug  10, the
first attempt to reboot Japan’s nuclear industry in nearly
two years after the sector was shut down in the wake of
the 2011 Fukushima disaster. Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s government has been pushing to bring some
reactors back online, arguing they are key to economic
growth. But opinion polls show a consistent majority
oppose restarts, even though power bills have risen as
utilities resort to expensive fossil fuels to generate pow-
er.

Kyushu, the monopoly supplier on the southwestern
island of the same name, says starting the No. 1 reactor
at its Sendai nuclear station would help it reduce costs
incurred from burning fossil fuels by about $60 million a
month. The 890-megawatt reactor will take about 12
hours to go critical after the start-up begins, with power
output to start in two or three days, a spokeswoman
said.

After it reaches full power in about 10 days from
restart, regulators will make final checks before it starts
commercial operations in September. Yesterday Kyushu
said it made a profit in the three months through June
30, after four years of annual losses. The closure of the
reactors has caused tens of billions of dollars in losses at
utilities as they resorted to importing more fossil fuel for
power generation and paid for upgrades to meet tight-
ened safety rules. Kyushu also aims to have its 890-
megawatt No. 2 reactor running by mid-October. It said
earlier that with both reactors operating, it would save
about 15 billion yen ($121 million) in fuel costs per
month, mainly by using less oil and LNG. Kyushu Electric
shares closed 3.29 percent higher yesterday. — Reuters 


